Let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). Define a (simple) graph Γ = Γ(G) on the set of elements of G by connecting two vertices by an edge if and only if they generate G. We prove that if the dimension n is at least 12 and not congruent to 2 modulo 4, then the maximum size of a complete subgraph in Γ is equal to the chromatic number of Γ. This work was motivated by a question of Blackburn.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group that can be generated by two elements. We define µ(G) to be the largest positive integer m so that there exists a subset X in G of order m with the property that any distinct pair of elements of X generates G. Let n be a positive integer, q a prime power and V the n-dimensional vector space over the field of q elements. We have Theorem 1.1. Let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). Let b be the smallest prime factor of n, and let N (b) be the number of proper subspaces of V of dimensions not divisible by b. If n = 2, 3, 6, 10 and (n, q) = (4, 2), (11, 2) , then
Let G be a non-cyclic finite group. Cohn [8] defined the function σ(G) to be the least integer k such that G is the union of k of its proper subgroups. Much is known about σ(G) for various groups G. For example, for a finite solvable group G Tomkinson [29] showed that σ(G) = q + 1 where q is the size of the smallest chief factor group of G that has more than one complement. There are many papers on covering non-solvable groups by proper subgroups. See Lucido [22] , Bryce, Fedri, Serena [7] , Maróti [24] , and Holmes [16] . For an interesting survey of the subject see Serena [27] . If G is a non-cyclic finite group that can be generated by two elements, then µ(G) ≤ σ(G).
Let S n be the symmetric group on n letters. Maróti [24] proved that for almost all prime numbers n we have µ(S n ) = σ(S n ) = 2 n−1 . In a beautiful paper, this result was considerably extended by Blackburn [3] who showed that if n is a sufficiently large odd integer, then µ(S n ) = σ(S n ) = 2 n−1 , and that if n is a sufficiently large integer congruent to 2 modulo 4, then µ(A n ) = σ(A n ) = 2 n−2 for the alternating group A n . In the same paper Blackburn asked what the relationship between the numbers σ(G) and µ(G) is when G is a finite simple group. For example, is it true that σ(G)/µ(G) → 1 as |G| → ∞? An affirmative answer to this question in the special case when G is a projective special linear group is given in Section 5. In many cases we can say more. Theorem 1.2. Let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). Let b be the smallest prime factor of n, let n k q be the number of k-dimensional subspaces of the n-dimensional vector space V , and let N (b) be the number of proper subspaces of V of dimensions not divisible by b. Let n = 2, 3, 6, 10 and (n, q) = (4, 2), (11, 2) . If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), or if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), q odd and G = (P )SL(n, q), then
Otherwise σ(G) = µ(G) and
q n/2 + 1 n n/2 q + where = 0 if q is even and = 1 if q is odd. Theorem 1.2 extends earlier results of Bryce, Fedri, Serena [7] . Also, the formulae for σ(G) for the groups (P )GL(3, q), (P )SL(3, q) was kindly communicated to one of us by Serena [28] .
Define a (simple) graph Γ = Γ(G) on the set of elements of the non-cyclic finite group G by connecting two distinct vertices by an edge if and only if they generate G. Let χ(Γ) be the chromatic number of Γ, that is, the least number of colors needed to color the vertices of Γ in such a way that adjacent vertices receive different colors. In other words, χ(Γ) is the minimum number k such that V (Γ) can be partitioned into k stable sets. We clearly have µ(G) ≤ χ(Γ) ≤ σ(G). Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply the following. Corollary 1.1. Let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q), and let Γ = Γ(G) be as above. If n is a positive integer at least 12 and not congruent to 2 modulo 4, then the maximum size of a complete subgraph in Γ is equal to the chromatic number of Γ.
A couple of remarks need to be made.
A quick corollary to the solution of Dixon's conjecture, stated by Liebeck and Shalev in [20] (see Corollary 1.7), is that there exists a constant c so that µ(G) ≥ c·n for a finite simple group G where n is the minimal index of a proper subgroup in G.
A group is said to have spread at least k if, for any non-identity x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ G, there is some y ∈ G such that G = x i , y whenever 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The number s(G) denotes the largest integer k so that G has spread at least k. There are many papers on spread, see, for example, Breuer, Guralnick, Kantor [4] . It is easy to see that for any non-cyclic finite group G that can be generated by two elements, the inequality s(G) < µ(G) holds.
We also note that similar work on the commuting graph of a finite group was carried out by Pyber [26] and Brown [5] , [6] .
Covering linear groups
The purpose of this section is to give two upper bounds for σ (G) . In later sections we will show that these bounds are exact apart from at most finitely many groups G.
Let G be a finite non-cyclic group. Here and throughout this paper, a set H of (mostly maximal) proper subgroups of G is said to be a covering for G if the settheoretic union of all members of H is G. A covering H is minimal if |H| = σ(G). Let V be the n-dimensional vector space over the field of q elements. Let us denote the number of k-dimensional subspaces of V by n k q . Lemma 2.1. Let b be the smallest prime divisor of the integer n. Let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). Then we have
Proof. We claim that the set H consisting of all conjugates of the extension field subgroup GL(n/b, q b ).b and all stabilizers of all subspaces of V having dimensions at most [n/2] and not a multiple of b is a covering for GL(n, q). This would certainly prove the lemma for G = GL(n, q). This claim would also imply the lemma for G = SL(n, q) since no member of H contains SL(n, q). All members of H contain the center of GL(n, q), and it is easy to see that σ(P GL(n, q)) ≤ |H|. Similarly, our claim would also give σ(P SL(n, q)) ≤ |H|. In the remaining part of the proof we will verify our claim.
Let x be an element of GL(n, q), and let f be its characteristic polynomial. If x is irreducible, then, by Wedderburn's theorem and Schur's lemma, x is contained in some conjugate of GL(n/b, q b ). So we may (and do) assume that f is not an irreducible polynomial.
If f has an irreducible factor of degree k, then, by the theorem on rational canonical forms, x must leave a k-dimensional subspace invariant. So if k is not divisible by b, then x is an element of some member of the above set. Hence we may (and do) assume that the degree of each irreducible factor of f is divisible by b.
m where each f i is an irreducible polynomial of degree r i b for some positive integer r i . Then, by the theorem on rational canonical forms, V = ⊕ i=1 V i viewed as an x -module where for each i the linear transformation x has characteristic polynomial f i m i on the module V i . Now each module V i contains an irreducible submodule of dimension r i b, and so by Wedderburn's theorem and Schur's lemma, the centralizer of x contains a field of order q rib , and hence a field of order q b . This means that we may view x as a linear transformation on V viewed as an n/b-dimensional space over a field of q b elements, and so x is an element of a conjugate of GL(n/b, q b ).b.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let n be a positive integer congruent to 2 mod 4. If q is even, then let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). If q is odd, then let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q). Then we have
q n/2 + 1 n n/2 q + where = 0 if q is even and = 1 if q is odd.
Proof. Let q be even. In this case it is sufficient to show that a proportion of the subspace stabilizers of n/2-dimensional subspaces can be removed from the covering established in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and that this proportion is 1/(q n/2 +1). This is exactly the proportion of n/2-dimensional subspaces of V which contain a given non-zero vector v. A transformation X which preserves such a subspace either preserves another subspace of dimension at most n/2, and not containing v, or else is indecomposable. In the indecomposable case, its minimum polynomial is g 2 for some irreducible g of degree n/2. But then X 2 can easily be seen to lie inside a copy of GL (1, q n ). We shall show that X itself lies inside some copy of GL(1, q n ).2, and hence of GL(n/2, q 2 ).2. This will establish the lemma.
Let Y be an element of a Singer cycle whose minimum polynomial is g, and let τ be the involutory automorphism in GL (1, q n ).n. Then τ centralizes Y , and hence Y τ has order 2(q n/2 − 1). It cannot lie inside a Singer cycle of GL(n, q), since its order does not divide q n − 1, and hence its minimum polynomial is reducible. But since (Y τ ) 2 = Y 2 , the eigenvalues of Y τ are the same as those of Y (since q is even). It follows that Y τ has minimum polynomial g 2 , and hence that it is conjugate to X, which completes the proof. Now let q be odd. Then there is a subgroup N in G of index 2 consisting of all elements of G with determinants equal to the even powers of a generator of the cyclic group GF (q) * . Note that N contains the center of G. Let H be the set of all conjugates of the extension field subgroup GL(n/2, q 2 ).2, all stabilizers of all subspaces of V having odd dimensions at most n/2 − 1, and all stabilizers of all n/2-dimensional subspaces of V which do not contain a prescribed non-zero vector v. By the above it follows that any element x ∈ G is contained in some member of H unless x has minimal polynomial g 2 for some irreducible polynomial g of degree n/2. Since such an exceptional element lies in N , we see that H ∪ {N } is a covering for G.
Pairing off subspaces
Write V as the direct sum of complementary subspaces U and W . In the next section we will define certain linear transformations which act irreducibly on both U and W . We want many such elements in the special and general linear groups, and for this reason, we wish to find as many distinct pairs of complementary subspaces (U, W ) as possible so that every subspace appears at most once as the entry of some pair. Let the dimensions of U and W be k and n − k respectively, and let S r be the set of r-dimensional subspaces of V .
If 1 ≤ k < n/2, then there exists a bijection ϕ k between the sets S k and S n−k with the property that V = U ⊕ U ϕ k whenever U ∈ H k . Such a bijection exists by the following reason. Define a bipartite graph with vertex set S k ∪ S n−k so that there is an edge between U ∈ S k and W ∈ S n−k if and only if V = U ⊕ W . Since this graph is regular and |S k | = |S n−k |, there exists a matching from S k to S n−k and hence one from S n−k to S k by Hall's (or König's) theorem.
Assume n is even and let k = n/2. Put N = |S n/2 | = n n/2 q . The following lemma shows that N is odd if q is even, and N is even if q is odd. Proof.
. This number is clearly odd if q is even. Suppose q is odd. It is well known that the Grassmanian space of all k-dimensional subspaces of V can be represented as a disjoint union of 2k k affine spaces over the ground field F q . The number of elements in each of those affine spaces is a power of q, so is odd. Since 2k k is always even, N is even.
We hope to find a matching of maximal cardinality on the set S n/2 with the property that only complementary subspaces are to be paired together. If ψ is such a matching, then we will use the equivalent notations U ψ = W and W ψ = U to mean that the complementary subspaces U and W are paired together in the matching ψ. We will show that the number of pairs in such a maximal matching is [N/2]. This follows from Dirac's theorem for q > 2, but in the special case when q = 2 considerably more work is required.
For an arbitrary (undirected) graph ∆ with N vertices, let ν(∆) be its matching number, that is the greatest number l such that there exist distinct vertices
to be the deficiency of ∆.
Let Γ = (V, E) be the undirected graph whose set of vertices V is the set of all k-dimensional subspaces of V , and whose set of edges is
Our aim is to prove the following result. We note that the statement of the above theorem is true even if (n, q) = (4, 2), but here we will not give an explicit matching for that special case.
If S is a subset of the set of vertices of a graph ∆, then let ∆ − S be the graph obtained from ∆ by throwing away all the vertices in S and all the edges incident to at least one of those vertices. Let c o (∆) denote the number of connected components of ∆ with an odd number of vertices. The following matching theorem, known as Berge formula, will be our main tool. 
In order to apply this result to Γ, we shall estimate the number of edges in Γ. Since GL(V ) acts transitively on the vertices of Γ and each element of GL(V ) induces an automorphism of Γ, Γ is a regular graph. Let N = |V (Γ)|. Let d be the degree of each vertex A of Γ, i.e. the number of edges incident to A.
Proof. We adopt a probabilistic approach. We will write P(J) for the probability of the event J and P(J|K) for the probability of the event J subject to the event K. 
Let
If I does not occur, then the matrix M is singular. So P(E|I) ≥ P(E). Hence, it suffices to show that
. . , w k be the rows of M . Observe that these are independent and uniformly distributed among the vectors in
(Here the second inequality is obtained by substituting j = k − i.) Assume now that q = 2. Then
. We can estimate α by expanding log(α) using Taylor series:
A computer-assisted calculation shows that the exponent of the last constant is smaller than 3.466, so α > Proof. We use a probabilistic approach again. Let r = dim(A ∩ B). Choose a basis e 1 , . . . , e n of V so that A = e 1 , . . . , e k and B = e 1 , . . . , e r , e k+1 , e k+2 . . . , e n−r .
As in the previous lemma, let v 1 , . . . , v k be vectors chosen randomly from a uniform distribution on V . Let Ω be the set of all such choices.
These are independent and uniformly distributed among the elements of F k q . Let J A be the event that w k+1 , . . . , w n are linearly independent, and let J B be the event that w r+1 , . . . , w k , w n−r+1 , w n−r+2 , . . . , w n are linearly independent. Observe that A ∩ C = {0} (respectively, B ∩ C = {0} ) if and only if J A (respectively, J B ) occurs. Hence, assuming A = B, the present lemma is equivalent to the inequality
It follows that
. . , w n are linearly independent, and
On the other hand,
This last probability is the same as the probability that a randomly chosen k × kmatrix over F q is non-singular, which was shown to be at least 2/7 in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
We now prove Proposition 3. (
By counting the number of vertices in odd components, we obtain
Let l be the smallest integer such that N 2l+1 > 0. Then (2) implies that
Using (1), we derive However, d ≥ 2N/7 by Lemma 3.2, so N ≤ 280. This is not the case if n ≥ 6, so l = 0.
Let X be the set of all vertices in Γ − S that are only connected by edges to vertices in S. By Claim 3.1, X is non-empty, hence |S| ≥ d. Also, the number r of edges between vertices in X and those in S is equal to d|X| = dN 1 . On the other hand, let A be a vertex in S. Suppose (A, B) ∈ E, where B ∈ X. By Lemma 3.3, A and B have at least 2d/7 common neighbours, all of which must lie in S. Therefore every vertex in S is connected to at most 5d/7 vertices in X, so m ≤ 5d|S|/7. We have
and the claim follows.
Combining this with (1) and using m = N 1 + t, we get 2|S| + 6t ≤ N.
Since N 1 ≤ 5|S|/7, the inequality (1) gives t ≥ 2|S|/7. Hence 26 7 |S| ≤ N.
We are now in a position to finish the proof. By Claim 3.3, there is a component Λ of Γ − S that consists of 3 or 5 vertices. Let A 1 , A 2 and A 3 be three of those vertices. Each A j is connected to at least d − 4 vertices in S, and any two vertices A j , A l (j = l) have at most d/2 common neighbours in Γ. Hence by the inclusionexclusion formula,
Similarly to the proof of Claim 3, we have
On the other hand, using (4) and the inequality d ≥ 2N/7, we get
because N > 303 (here we use the condition that n ≥ 6 again). This contradiction proves the theorem.
Overgroups of special elements
We now define certain elements of GL(n, q) and SL(n, q). A generator of a Singer cycle in GL(n, q) will be called an element of type GL0. For every positive integer k so that 1 ≤ k < n/2 establish a bijection ϕ k from the set S k of all k-dimensional subspaces of V to the set S n−k of all n−k dimensional subspaces of V in such a way that for every k-dimensional subspace U we have V = U ⊕ U ϕ k . For an arbitrary positive integer k so that 1 ≤ k < n/2, b n, and for an arbitrary vector space U ∈ S k an element of the form
is called an element of type GLk where S U is a generator of a Singer cycle on U and S U ϕ k is a generator of a Singer cycle on U ϕ k . The q − 1 power of an element of type GL0, GLk is called an element of type SL0, SLk respectively.
Let q be odd and let n be a positive integer congruent to 2 modulo 4. An element g of GL(n, q) is said to be of type GLOdd* if there exist complementary subspaces U and U of dimensions n/2 such that g has the form
where I is the n/2-by-n/2 identity matrix and S U , S U are GL(n/2, q)-conjugate elements acting as a generator of a Singer cycle on the vector space U , U , respectively. The q − 1 power of an element of type GLOdd* is called an element of type SLOdd.
Let q be odd, and let n be a positive integer congruent to 2 modulo 4. Let ϕ be a matching on the set of all n/2-dimensional subspaces S n/2 of V so that for any n/2-dimensional subspace U we have V = U ⊕ U ϕ. Such a matching exists by Theorem 3.1. An element g in GL(n, q) is said to be of type GLOdd if g has the form
where S U , S 2 U ϕ denotes a generator and the square of a generator of a Singer cycle on U and U ϕ, respectively.
Let q be even, and let n be a positive integer congruent to 2 modulo 4. Fix an n/2-dimensional subspace W in V . Let ϕ W be a matching on S n/2 so that for any n/2-dimensional subspace U different from W we have V = U ⊕ U ϕ W and W ϕ W = W . Such a matching exists by Theorem 3.1. An element g in GL(n, q) is said to be of type GLE if there exists some n/2-dimensional subspace U = W so that g has the form
denotes a generator and the square of a generator of a Singer cycle on U and U ϕ W , respectively. Finally, an element of SL(n, q) is said to be of type SLE if it is the q − 1 power of an element of type GLE.
We use the lists of the Guralnick, Praeger, Penttila, Saxl [14] paper and the Phd thesis of Joseph DiMuro [10] , the Kantor [18] and the Bereczky [2] results to obtain all maximal overgroups of elements of types GL0, GLk, SL0, SLk, GLOdd*, SLOdd, GLE, SLE, GLOdd for n ≥ 5. 
An element of type GL0 is a generator of a Singer cycle (or a Singer subgroup) in GL(n, q). A Singer cycle can be written in the form GL(1, q n ). If H is a Singer cycle, then a generator of the group H ∩ SL(n, q) is an element of type SL0. Part (1) of Theorem 4.1 follows from the two theorems and the two lemmas given below.
Much of our basic observations on Singer cycles are found on pages 187 − 189 in Huppert [17] . 
Moreover, no element of type GL0 is contained in two distinct conjugates of the group GL(n/a, q a ).a.
Proof. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field F of q elements. Let a be a positive divisor of n. Then V can be considered to be an A-module and also a K-module where A : F and K : A are field extensions of degrees a and n/a respectively. Let the multiplicative group of K be GL(1, q n ), the group of A-linear transformations of V be GL(n/a, q a ), and the group of F -linear transformations of V be GL(n, q). The normalizer of GL (1, 
This proves the first part of the lemma.
The group GL(n/a, q a ).a is its own normalizer in GL(n, q), so each of the |GL(n, q)|/|GL(n/a, q a ).a| conjugates of GL(n/a, q a ).a contains a GL(n/a, q a ).aconjugacy class of |GL(n/a, q a ).a|/|GL(1, q n ).n| Singer subgroups.
We claim that all Singer subgroups inside GL(n/a, q a ).a are GL(n/a, q a ).aconjugate. Suppose that x and y are two Singer subgroups in GL(n/a, q a ).a. Notice that x a and y a are GF (q a )-irreducible subgroups of the same order in GL(n/a, q a ), so they are GL(n/a, q a )-conjugate. Let S x and S y be the unique Singer subgroups in GL(n/a, q a ) that contain x a and y a respectively. We must show that x = S x and y = S y . It is sufficient to see that x = S x . Let C be the normalizer of x a in GL(n/a, q a ).a. Since C contains a Singer subgroup and is contained in GL(n/a, q a ).a, by Kantor's theorem, it is isomorphic to a group of the form H where
Hence x a is contained in the group of scalars of GL(n/ar, q ar ). But x a is GF (q a )-irreducible, so ar must be n. This proves that x = S x .
The proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 4.2. Let H be a Singer subgroup in GL(n, q). Then the order of the group
, and its normalizer in SL(n, q) is
Now let n ≥ 3 and (n, q) = (3, 4) . If a is a prime dividing n, then
Proof. The first three statements of the lemma follow from [2] , so we only give the proof of a fundamental claim. We claim that if x is a Singer cycle in GL(n, q), then x has determinant a generator of the multiplicative group GF (q) * . The Jordan form of x consists of one block. Let the characteristic polynomial of x be p(t). (The coefficients of p(t) lie in GF (q).) By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we have p(x) = 0. Now view x as an element of GF (q n ) considered as an extension field of GF (q). All conjugates of x (under the Galois group C n ) are roots of p(t). Since p(t) has degree n, we conclude that p(t) decomposes into linear factors over GF (q n ). The determinant of x is then the product of all conjugates of x which is
a generator of the multiplicative group of GF (q).
We now turn to the proof of the last statement of the lemma. Let x and y be Singer subgroups in GL(n, q) so that x q−1 and y q−1 are both contained in L = (GL(n/a, q a ).a) ∩ SL(n, q). We must show that the groups x q−1 and y q−1 are L-conjugate. Since x q−1 and y q−1 are GF (q)-irreducible subgroups, we know that x and y are the unique Singer subgroups of GL(n, q) and hence of GL(n/a, q a ).a that contain x q−1 and y q−1 respectively. This means that x q−1 and y q−1 are GL(n/a, q a ).a-conjugate. Hence there are exactly (q n − 1)n conjugates of x q−1 . Since the normalizer of x q−1 in K = (GL(n/a, q a ).a) ∩ SL(n, q) has order ((q n − 1)/(q − 1)).n, we see that the number of K-conjugates of x q−1 is (q n − 1)n. This proves that x q−1 and y q−1 must be K-conjugate.
We now turn to the proof of parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 4.1.
It was proved by Zsigmondy [32] in 1892 that, if a and k are integers, a ≥ 2, k ≥ 3 and the pair (a, k) is not (2, 6), then a k − 1 has a primitive prime divisor. Primitive prime divisors also exist when k = 2, unless a + 1 is a power of 2.
If g is an element of type GLk, SLk, GLOdd*, SLOdd, GLE, SLE, or GLOdd, then the order of g is divisible by (q n−k − 1)/(q − 1) where we put k = n/2 in case n is congruent to 2 modulo 4, and n − k ≥ n/2. Hence, if n ≥ 4, then the order of g is divisible by a prime divisor of q n−k − 1. (Notice that k = 2 if n = 4.) This means that a maximal overgroup M of g in G is conjugate to one of the groups listed in [14] (if g is of type GLk or SLk) or is conjugate to one of the groups listed in [10] (if g is of type GLOdd*, SLOdd, GLE, SLE, or GLOdd).
Let us first go through the list of [14] . Let g be an element of type GLk or SLk. Let n ≥ 4, and let Z be the center of GL(n, q). If M is of Example 2.4, then M is conjugate to a copy of (GL(n/a, q a ).a) ∩ G where a is a prime number dividing both n and k. Conversely, for any prime number a dividing both n and k exactly a conjugates of (GL(n/a, q a ).a) ∩ G contain g.
The group M cannot be of Example 2.5, since k and n cannot be both even.
The group M cannot be of Example 2.7, a group such that S ≤ M/(M ∩ Z) ≤ Aut(S)
where S is a sporadic simple group, since, by [9] , such a group cannot contain an element of order at least (q n−k − 1)/(q − 1).
Before we consider groups of Examples 2.3 and 2.6 of [14] , we need a little preparation. Let r(m) denote the maximal order of an element in the symmetric group S m . In 1903 Landau [19] gave an asymptotic formula for this function r(m) as m tends to infinity. For our purposes it is sufficient to have only an explicit upper bound. 
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and n ≥ 14, then we also have q
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 for n ≥ 32. For n ≤ 31 we use the known list of integers {r(m)} m=33 m=4 .
Since g has order at least (q (n+1)/2 − 1)/(q − 1) and every element of any group of Example 2.3 has order at most (q − 1) · g(n), Lemma 4.4 shows that M cannot be of Example 2.3 of [14] . Similarly, by Lemma 4.4, the group M cannot be of Example 2.6 (a) for n ≥ 8. More careful considerations are used to show that no group of Example 2.6 (a) can contain the element g for 4 ≤ n ≤ 7.
The group M cannot be of Example 2.6 (b) or (c) unless (n, q) = (4, 2) or (4, 4) . This can be seen by using the condition that n ≥ 4, the fact that the smallest prime divisor of n does not divide k, and by using a little group element order consideration in the case n = 4.
Since the smallest prime factor of n does not divide k, the group M cannot be of Table 6 of Example 2.8 unless it is of lines 6, 7, or 9, and M cannot be of Table  7 of Example 2.9 unless it is of lines 6, 10, or 12. A group of line 7 of Table 6 has elements of orders at most 2(q − 1)q 3 log 3 (q) which is less than (q 6 − 1)/(q − 1) for q a power of 3. A group of line 6 of Table 7 has elements of orders at most 30 which is strictly less than (q 4 − 1)/(q − 1) for q ≥ 3. Line 10 of Table 7 will be dealt with later when working through line 3 of Table 8 . A group of line 12 of Table 7 has elements of orders less than (q 3 − 1)/(q − 1) for q ≥ 27 and not divisible by 91 (here we consider the case q = 9). Finally, a group of line 6 or 9 of Table 6 cannot contain an element of order divisible by (q 6 − 1)/(q − 1).
We need another technical lemma which is well-known, but we could not find an explicit reference for it. Table 8 has order at most 2(q − 1) · f · d · s t which is strictly less than (q (s t +1)/(s+1)−1 − 1)/(q − 1) unless (t, s) = (3, 2) when n = 3 holds. This is a contradiction.
Let S = P Sp(2t, s) where s is odd, f is as above, t is a power of 2, and 1 2 (s t + 1) is prime. By Lemma 4.5, we see that an element of a subgroup of line 3 of Table 8 has order at most 4(q − 1) · f · s 2t which is strictly less than (q Table 8 is at most 24(q − 1) which is strictly less than (q 4 − 1)/(q − 1) if q > 3. This also settles the case of line 10 of Table 7 . Finally, for q = 2 and q = 3, there is no element in P Sp (4, 3) of order divisible by 15 or 40. A contradiction.
Let S = P Sp(2t, 3) where t is an odd prime and 1 2 (3 t − 1) is prime. We have
Let S = P SL(2, s) where s ≥ 7. An element of a subgroup of line 5 in Table 8 has order at most (q−1)(s+1)·d·f (by Dickson's list) where d is the largest common divisor of 2 and s − 1, and f is as above. This is strictly less than (q Table 8 has order at most 10(q − 1) and this is less than (q 4 − 1)/(q − 1) and less than (q 3 − 1)/(q − 1) for q ≥ 8. If s = 9 and q ≤ 7, then such a group cannot contain an element of order divisible by 7, 13, 21, 31, or 57. If s = 11, then an element of a subgroup of line 5 in Table 8 has order at most 12(q − 1) and this is less than (q 4 − 1)/(q − 1). A contradiction.
This proves part (2) of Theorem 4.1.
Now let g be of type GLE, SLE, GLOdd*, GLOdd, or SLOdd, and let n ≥ 14 be congruent to 2 modulo 4. If M is a maximal subgroup of G conjugate to any of the groups listed in part (3) of Theorem 4.1, then it is possible to show that M contains g...
Let M be a maximal subgroup of GL(n, q) not G-conjugate to any of the groups listed in part (3) of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that M contains g. Then
In particular, a primitive prime divisor of q n/2 − 1 divides |M |. This means that M is conjugate to a subgroup in the list of Joseph DiMuro [10] . The different possibilities for M (which may contain the element g) are the following.
One of the classical groups
Since g cannot be realized over a subfield of GF (q), SU (n, q 1/2 ) cannot be normal in M . By considering the determinant of g, we see that case SL(n, q) cannot occur when G = GL(n, q). The other classical groups can be eliminated (in a similar way as Example 2.1 of [14] was dealt with earlier in this paper) by considering the possible kinds of characteristic polynomials g may have.
2. M is a subgroup of GL(1, q) S n . By the last statement of Lemma 4.4, one sees that this possibility cannot occur.
3. M is an almost simple group with socle A d , an alternating group for d ≥ 5
and M is a fully deleted permutation module (as in Example 2.6(a) of [14] ).
and n ≡ 2 (mod 4), or in case G is any of the groups (P )SL(n, q), n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and q is odd. It is clear that it is sufficient to see this only in the cases when G is GL(n, q) or SL(n, q). Let G be any of the groups GL(n, q) or SL(n, q).
Eventually, for the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will need the following result from [15] which in turn follows from [1] or [25] . We define a graph Γ associated to G = GL(n, q) or SL(n, q) in the following way. If n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and q is odd, then fix a matching ϕ (as above) on S n/2 . If n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and q is even, then fix an n/2-dimensional vector space W and an associated matching ϕ W (as above) on the set S n/2 . In case G = GL(n, q) let the vertex set V (Γ) of Γ be the set of all different cyclic subgroups of G generated by all elements of types GL0, GLk (for all k), and all elements of types GLOdd (if q is odd and n ≡ 2 (mod 4)), GLE (if q is even and n ≡ 2 (mod 4)) lying inside subgroups of the form GL(U ) ⊕ GL(U ϕ) (if q is odd and n ≡ 2 (mod 4)) where U ∈ S, or lying inside subgroups of the form GL(U ) ⊕ GL(U ϕ W ) (if q is even and n ≡ 2 (mod 4)) where U ∈ S n/2 is different from W . In case G = SL(n, q) let the vertex set V (Γ) of Γ be the set of all different cyclic subgroups of G generated by all elements of types SL0, SLk (for all k), all elements of type SLOdd (this is defined only when n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and q is odd), and all elements of type SLE (when n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and q is even) lying inside subgroups of the form GL(U )⊕GL(U ϕ W ) where U ∈ S n/2 is different from W . Let b be the smallest prime divisor of n ≥ 2, and let H 0 be the set of all conjugates in G of the subgroup (GL(n/b, q b ).b) ∩ G. For each positive integer k so that 1 ≤ k < n/2 and b k let H k be the set of all stabilizers of k-dimensional subspaces of V in G. If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), then put H n/2 = ∅. If n ≡ 2 (mod 4), q is odd and G = SL(n, q), then let H n/2 be the set of all stabilizers in G of n/2-dimensional subspaces of V . Otherwise, when n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and either q is even or G = GL(n, q), then let H n/2 be the set of all subgroups of the form GL(U ) ⊕ GL(U ϕ) where U ∈ S n/2 when q is odd, and the set of all subgroups of the form GL(U ) ⊕ GL(U ϕ W ) where U ∈ S n/2 is different than W for some fixed W ∈ S n/2 when q is even. Let H be the union of H 0 , all the H k 's and H n/2 . Put t = |H| for convenience, and let H = {H 1 , . . . , H t }. For each positive integer i so that 1 ≤ i ≤ t define V i to be the subset of V (Γ) consisting of all vertices contained (as subgroups) in H i . Notice that the V i 's partition the vertex set V (Γ) of Γ. For any two distinct vertices v, w ∈ V (Γ) of Γ we draw an edge between them, if and only if, they lie in different V i 's and there exists a proper subgroup of G (not in H) that contains both v and w.
By Theorem 4.1, an upper bound for n ≥ 4 for the maximum degree of a vertex in Γ is
where the sum is over all prime divisors a of n different from b and = 1 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and = 0 otherwise. We will show (in most cases) that this upper bound is at most
To do this we need a series of lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Let n ≥ 2 be a positive integer and q a prime power. Put
Proof. It is easy to see that f (k) = f (n − k) for all k and that the inequality f (k) ≥ f (k + 1) is equivalent to the inequality
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2. Clearly, the function 
If n is odd, then we have
Proof. First let n be even. Then the claim is true for n = 2. Suppose that n ≥ 4.
In this case we have to show that
In order to do so we will prove that q n − q 2 ≤ 4(q n/2 − q ) 2 holds for all 1 ≤ ≤ n/2 − 1. One can check that this is true for = n/2 − 1. So suppose that n ≥ 6 and that 1 ≤ ≤ n/2 − 2. Then q n − q 2 < q n is at most
Let n ≥ 3 be odd. In this case b ≥ 3. The claim is true for n = 9 and for n a prime, so suppose that n ≥ 15. It is sufficient to show that
But this is true for n ≥ 15 since the right-hand-side of the previous inequality is greater than
Lemma 5.3. Let n be a positive integer different from 6 having at least two different prime divisors the smallest of which is b. Then we have
, min Proof. Let c be the second smallest prime divisor of n. Then the left-hand-side of the inequality of the lemma is at most
where ω(n) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of n. By Lemma 5.2 and by the fact that q ≥ 2, the right-hand-side of the inequality of the lemma is at least
It is easy to check that
holds for n ≥ 14. If n = 10 or 12, then the inequality of the lemma can be checked by direct but tedious calculations.
We are now in the position to prove the following. If n is not congruent to 2 modulo 4, then let G be any of the groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q). If n is congruent to 2 modulo 4, then let q be odd and put G = (P )SL(n, q). Under these conditions we have
Proof. From the above it is sufficient to show that
Recall the graph Γ associated to the group G, and recall the set of subgroups H. Notice that t = |H| is precisely the right-hand-side of the equality of the Theorem. Recall the subsets V 1 , . . . , V t of V (Γ) which partition the vertex set of Γ. By the above Lemma, if n ≥ 4, the maximum degree of a vertex in Γ is at most This theorem can somewhat be extended. Let Γ be the graph defined after the statement of Haxell's theorem. (Note that this graph was defined for all n, q and for all groups (P )GL(n, q), (P )SL(n, q).) Recall the set of subgroups H, the integer t = |H|, and the partition {V i } 1≤i≤t of the vertex-set V (Γ) of Γ. For an arbitrary subset Π of G define σ(Π) to be the smallest integer r so that there exist r proper subgroups of G whose union contains Π, and define µ(Π) to be the largest integer m so that there exist a set of m distinct elements in Π that pairwise generates G. Put σ(∅) = µ(∅) = 0. The proof of the previous theorem easily yields the following. 
From now on let n be a positive integer congruent to 2 modulo 4. Let G be any of the groups GL(n, q), SL(n, q) if q is even, and let G be GL(n, q) if q is odd. In the latter case (when q is odd and G = GL(n, q)) there exists a normal subgroup N in G of index 2 consisting of all matrices of G having determinants a square of an element of GF (q) * . Notice that N contains the center of G. Since the group G is the disjoint union of
. If q is even, then this gives µ(G) ≤ t 0 + µ(Π 3 ) = t, and if q is odd, then we have µ(G) ≤ t 0 + 1 + µ(Π 3 ) = t + 1. By the above corollary we conclude that µ(G) = t if q is even, and µ(G) = t or t + 1 if q is odd.
We claim that µ(G) = t if q is odd. Suppose on the contrary that µ(G) = t + 1. Let X be a set that generates G pairwise so that |X| = t + 1. Then |X ∩ Π 3 | = [N/2] = N/2 (the latter equality following from the fact that N is even when q is odd). This can only be if for any W ∈ S n/2 there is an element x ∈ X ∩ Π 3 that leaves W and a complementary subspace to W (in V ) invariant. We must also have |X ∩ Π 2 | = 1. The element y ∈ X ∩ Π 2 must leave an n/2-dimensional subspace invariant. But this is a contradiction since there is an element x ∈ X ∩ Π 3 (different from y) leaving the same n/2-dimensional subspace invariant.
We found the formula for µ(G) for all cases, when n = 2, 3, 6, 10 and (n, q) = (4, 2), (11, 2) .
To finish the paper all remains is to show that the inequality in the statement of Lemma 2.1 is actually an equality for n = 2, 3, 6, 10 and (n, q) = (4, 2), (11, 2) .
Let Π 2 , Π 3 be as above, but set Π 1 to be the set of all elements of types GL0, GLk (for all k) in case G = GL(n, q) and the set of all elements of types SL0, SLk (for all k) in case G = SL(n, q). Put Π = Π 1 ∪ Π 2 ∪ Π 3 . This time, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, set H to be the set of all conjugates of the extension field subgroup GL(n/2, q 2 ).2, all stabilizers of all subspaces of V having odd dimensions at most n/2 − 1, all stabilizers of all n/2-dimensional subspaces of V which do not contain a prescribed non-zero vector v, and N (but only if q is odd). By Lemma 2.1, we know that H is a covering for G. We must show that this is a minimal coverings for G. It is sufficient to prove σ(Π) = |H|.
Let M be a maximal subgroup in G different from any conjugate of any member in H and different from any conjugate of the group GL(n/2, q) S 2 . By Lemma 2.2 we see that Let Σ be a minimal covering for Π 3 . By the above, we know that Σ consists only of stabilizers of n/2-dimensional subspaces. We will need the following lemma. For the proof of this lemma, we recall Theorem 1 of [12] .
As usual, let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field of q elements. A family F of subspaces of V is called t-intersecting if dim(W ∩ W ) ≥ t whenever W, W ∈ F . Theorem 1 of [12] is as follows. 
It is fairly clear and is shown in [12] that equality can always be attained in the above theorem.
We are now in the position to prove the lemma.
If Ω denotes the set of all n/2-dimensional subspaces of V , then F = Ω \ Σ is a 1-intersecting family of n/2-dimensional subspaces. By Theorem 5.3, |F | ≤ n−1 n/2 q , and hence n n/2 q − n − 1 n/2 q ≤ |Σ|.
It is easy to check that the left-hand-side of (6) 
Now Σ cannot be a covering for Π 2 ∪ Π 3 , since |Σ| < n n/2 q and hence there exists at least one element in Π 2 which lies in exactly one stabilizer of an n/2-dimensional vector space different from any member of Σ. This proves that the lower bound in (7) cannot be exact. Hence the upper bound in (7) is exact. This proves that the upper bound for σ(G) in Lemma 2.1 is exact even if q is odd.
The asymptotics
In this section we will answer the question of Blackburn [3] stated before Theorem 1.2 in the special case of a projective special linear group.
Following Blackburn [3] , we say that a subset X of a finite group G pairwise generates G if any two distinct elements of X generates G. If g is a Singer element in GL(n, q), then we say that g q−1 is a Singer element in SL(n, q).
Let G be any of the groups GL(n, q) and SL(n, q). In case G = SL(n, q), then assume that n ≥ 2 and (n, q) = (2, 2), (2, 5), (2, 7), (2, 9), or (3, 4) . By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, it is clear that a maximal overgroup of a Singer element in G is conjugate to a copy of (GL(n/a, q a ).a) ∩ G where a is a prime divisor of n. Let b denote the smallest prime divisor of n. If n is a power of b, then we may choose one Singer element from each conjugate of (GL(n/b, q b ).b) ∩ G to obtain a pairwise generating set of size |GL(n, q)|/|GL(n/b, q b ).b|. However, we are unable to obtain the same conclusion when b is not the unique prime divisor of n.
Our tool will be the following result from extremal graph theory. We prove Theorem 6.2. Let G be as above. There is a set X consisting of at least |GL(n, q)|/( |GL(n/a, q a ).a|) Singer elements from G so that X pairwise generates G and the sum is over all prime divisors a of n. Moreover, if n is a prime power, then there is no such set of cardinality larger than |GL(n, q)|/|GL(n/a, q a ).a| where a is the prime divisor of n.
Proof. The second statement of the theorem is clear from the remark made before the theorem.
We will prove the first part of the theorem using Theorem 6.1. We will only deal with the case when G = GL(n, q), since the proof for the other case is exactly the same. 
